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Reagents
Buffers
All buffers must be filtered with a 0.2µm filter prior to use.
 PBS
 PBS + 2% FBS (store at 4°C)

RosetteSep™ CD36 Enrichment Cocktail and related products




RosetteSep™ CTC Enrichment Cocktail Containing Anti-CD36 (StemCell Technologies,
#15127)
Density gradient medium
o Ficoll-Paque PLUS (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, 17-1440-02); or
o Lymphoprep™ (STEMCELL Technologies, #07801)
SepMate™-50 tubes (STEMCELL Technologies)
o Australia, Canada, Europe, USA
 SepMate™-50 (IVD) (#85450)
o Other countries
 SepMate™-50 (RUO) (#86450)

Staining solution for the detection of CTC
After RosetteSep™ enrichment, the cells will be fixed and stained with FIX&PERM Cell
Fixation and Permeabilization Kit (Nordic MUbio, GAS-002). For staining the cells, a staining
solution containing the following components is needed:
Component
Fix&Perm Component B
Anti-Pan Cytokeratin CK-11 PE (Cell Signalling Technology,
#5075S, clone C-11)
Anti-Pan Cytokeratin AE1/AE3 eFluor 570 (eBioscience,
41-9003-82, clone AE1/AE3)
Anti-CD45 APC (eBioscience, 17-0459-41, clone HI30)
Anti-CD16 APC (BioLegend, 302012, clone 3G8)
Hoechst 33342 100x diluted (Life Technologies, H3570)
Total volume

Volumes (µL)
100
1
1
3
3
1
109
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Adjusted RosetteSep™ enrichment protocol with SepMate™ tubes
The following protocol is based on the original RosetteSep™ and SepMate™ protocol by
STEMCELL Technologies (appendix I and II), with adjustments as listed below. Ensure that
sample, PBS + 2% FBS, density gradient medium, and centrifuge are all at room temperature
(15 – 25°C).
Expected result with this workflow is a recovery rate of 50% desired cells on-chip. For
downstream analysis, see xx.
RosetteSep CD36 cocktail is not compatible with breast cancer.

Sample enrichment with RosetteSep™ cocktail
Follow steps 1 and 2 from the RosetteSep™ enrichment procedure, see appendix I.
Continue with the following step:
3. Dilute sample with 3x sample volume of PBS + 2% FBS. Mix gently by slowly tilting
the tube horizontally and back up. For example, dilute 7.5mL of sample with 22.5mL
of PBS + 2% FBS. Keep the total capacity of the SepMate™ tube in mind!

SepMate™ tube separation
Follow steps 1, 2 and 3 from the SepMate™ tube separation procedure, see
appendix II. Continue with the following steps:
4. Additional note: Proper balancing of the centrifuge is essential. Disbalance leads to
difficulties in forming a proper plasma:density gradient medium interface. Do not
centrifuge the sample more than once.
5. Carefully aspirate 22.5mL of the top of the plasma layer to reduce the sample
volume. Aspirate until the meniscus of the plasma layer hits the 25mL mark of the
SepMate™ 50 tube. Do not disturb the plasma:density gradient medium interface!
6. Pour the layer rapidly, with one smooth tilt, into a 15mL conical tube. Do not tilt the
SepMate™ tube twice! Do not hold tube inverted for longer than 2 seconds.
7. Wash enriched cells with PBS+2% FBS by topping the 15mL tube, mix by inverting it
and centrifuge at 600 x g for 8 minutes at room temperature with brake on. Aspirate
⅔ volume after centrifugation.
8. Add ⅔ volume of PBS+2%FBS and resuspend pellet by inverting the tube. Centrifuge
at 600 x g for 8 minutes at room temperature with brake on. After centrifugation,
carefully aspirate until ~50µL is left (without disturbing any visible pellet).
9. Fix the sample by adding 100µl of Component A of the FIX&PERM kit to the ~50µL of
RosetteSep™ enriched sample.
10. Incubate the sample at room temperature for 15 minutes.
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11. Wash by adding 5mL PBS to the sample and spin off at 600g for 8 minutes.
12. Aspirate the supernatant of the sample until ~50µl is left.
13. Add the entire volume of staining solution (109µl) to the washed sample (50µl). Mix
by slowly pipetting up and down.
14. Incubate the sample at room temperature for 30 minutes.
15. Wash by adding 10mL PBS to the sample and spin off at 600g for 8 minutes.
16. Aspirate the supernatant of the sample until 500 µL is left.
17. Mix the sample by gently pipetting up and down. This step ensures single cells for
optimal filtration of the sample through the micro-wells.
18. Prepare the micro-well chip according to VyCAP’s protocol “Cell Seeding”, chapter
‘pre-wetting’ and ‘rinsing’.
19. Filter the 500µl sample at 50mbar according to VyCAP’s protocol “Cell Seeding”,
chapter ‘Cell Seeding’ up to step 5.
20. After adding the 500µl sample to the micro-well (with PBS), rinse the tube that
contained the enriched sample tube with 1mL PBS and add this to the micro-well.
21. Add 1mL of PBS after most of the sample has passed through to wash the sample.
Wash the micro-well twice in total with 1mL PBS.
22. Wash the back-side of the micro-well chip with PBS.
23. Dry the back side of the microwell chip using the staining holder. Insert the slide
with the microwells and push it down onto the sponge and release it again. The
micro-well chip is now ready for single cell isolation with VyCAP’s Puncher system.
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Table 1. Final recovery rate of RosetteSep SepMate adjusted protocol with different fixatives, along
with quality of single cell amplification with the Ampli1 single cell WGA kit
CellSave fixative

Transfix fixative

Recovery rate on chip (%)

48

50

Average quality single cell
amplified* (# out of 4)

3

4

*Quality determined by Ampli1 QC kit (Silicon BioSystems, WG QC4 200 RWB) with 1µl of Ampli1
amplified material.
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